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Abstract— Increasing industrial demands from the high-value
manufacturing industries of quality, productivity, efficiency and
security to enable the development of the next generation
nuclear power plants has driven the requirement for novel
automated and robotic systems. This paper describes the
motivation, design and implementation phases of SERFOW
(Smart Enabling Robotics driving Free Form Welding), which
is an automated welding cell prototype that links the industrial
requirements of nuclear manufacturing. Key innovations are
found in the integration of a 3D vision system with a robotic
manipulator to perform automatic free-form fusion welding for
multiple layer material build-up required to expand Additive
Manufacturing without human intervention.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Department of Energy and Climate Change in the
UK predicts a 20% electricity demand increase due to
demographic and economic growth over the next two decades
[1]. Nuclear power is a reliable, cost-competitive and low
carbon emission technology that helps to cover the current
energy demands. Its usage is expected to increase in parallel
with wind and solar technologies to comply with the future
predicted power demands [2]. Therefore the importance of
the development of smart manufacturing processes that must
cope with future nuclear industry demands. European gov-
ernments are investing in research and development of Ad-
ditive Manufacturing (AM) processes in the nuclear industry
aiming towards zero waste and efficient production of metal
products, reducing the cost of the manufactured parts in
comparison with the traditional methods [3]. AM is defined
as a multi-layer build-up process where the information to
build objects is gathered from a three dimensional, 3D, model
data [4]. AM has the potential to redefine the manufacturing
processes entirely and it is predicted to have significant
growth in certain areas. To fully obtain the advantages of
AM, new prototypes that reduce the material waste, the
number of production steps and the number of distinct
parts needed are required to be implemented. These new
prototypes have to be autonomous, dynamic, flexible and
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multi-tooled to perform tasks such as welding and energy
directed material deposition AM. This project aims to pro-
duce a dynamic free form welding system that is capable
of providing low-cost AM. The project will produce an
advanced stereo camera system with auto-focus capabilities
which can be integrated with a robotic arm and welding
power supply. The integrated system will allow the repair
and manufacture of high-value aerospace, automotive and
nuclear industry components. Gaining flexibility provided
by a six-axis robotic arm, the prototype system enables
the production of structures using metallic additive filler
deposition or to carry out material joining operations when
required. By detecting sub-component shape and profile the
system assess the addition of material or joint and positions
the robotic arm to ensure correct positional accuracy for
the AM layers or joining to be conducted. This system is
designed to be integrated with different types of welding or
AM technologies and is, with further development, capable
of working on parts of all shape and sizes autonomously,
which is beyond current commercially available systems
capabilities. The development of new autonomous AM tech-
nologies, as depicted here, adds flexibility and allows for
rapid, dynamic adaption of production tasks, reducing the
high financial penalties of more complex traditional systems.
This is of critical importance to the aerospace, nuclear and
petrochemical industries increasingly bespoke parts consist
of unique shapes, profiles and sizes. The robotic process will
result in direct cost savings for industry, allowing for greater
system control during the welding process.

II. METHODOLOGY

Existing methods used in manufacturing require pre-
programmed tasks which are inflexible and time-consuming.
Procedures are designed for mass production of the same unit
component; however, challenges are faced when an updated
or a new component is required. These updates are often
expensive, due to the need of new jigs and fixtures combined
with the set-up time, and increased risk from human error.
The prototype system presented in this project emulates the
high skills of experienced fusion welding engineers who can
manually build-up layers of additive filler wire onto complex
shape objects. A representative cooling manifold assembly
fabricated from Super Duplex Stainless Steel comprises of
a mounting block, connecting tube and an inlet port. This
component assembly is used to demonstrate the prototype
system fusion joining and a weld build-up (AM) capability
as shown in Figure 1. The SERFOW prototype is composed
of an extruded aluminium profile chassis structure. Within
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Fig. 1. 3D CAD rendering of the nuclear heat exchanger manifold
components.

this structure, the system comprises of a Universal Robots
UR-10 six-degrees-of-freedom robot arm combined with a
Shadow Robot Smart Grasping System, SGS [5]. The robotic
element drives a simple rotary turn-table and is controlled
by I3D Robotics (I3DR), stereo vision system Phobos [6]
and PosCam. AM and materials joining are conducted by
an industry standard TIG welding system. The automatic
movements of the welding system (wire feeder and torch)
are controlled by two linear motor drives in the “X” and “Z”
axis. Figure 2, shows a 3D CAD rendering of the described
components when fully assembled during the construction
and integration of the system. Work was conducted in the
Enabling Sciences for Intelligent Manufacturing Laboratory
at the University of Sheffield. The key point about the main
structure design was about being able to be flexible and
adaptable for future projects.
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Fig. 2. SERFOW cell: 1) aluminium structure, 2) robotic arm, 3) smart
grasper, 4) wire feeder, 5) torch, 6) turn-table, 7) “Z” and 8)“X” linear
motor drives.

III. INTELLIGENT WELDING VISION SYSTEM

A. Project scope

This project aims to develop a 3D vision system that is
interfaced with the robotic grasping and welding system.
The 3D vision system will acquire the shape, profile and
depth information of the objects to undergo manufacturing.
Additionally, the vision system confirms grasp, real-time
monitoring and feedback to control the welding conditions
such as the AM filler wire delivery speed and arc voltage
control. Information is delivered to the robot for both trajec-
tories and path planning execution.

B. 3D stereo vision system

The stereo vision produces a 3D model of an object or a
target area by matching features between two or more images
of the scene. This is known as the correspondence problem
and is solved using a stereo matching algorithm [7], [8].
There is an increasing number of published matching algo-
rithms [9], most of which employ some form of correlation
between points in the image pairs. Stereo images are usually
rectified, such that corresponding features lie on the same
pixel line in each image [10]. Stereo vision utilises the fact
that 3D points in space project to distinct 2D pixel locations
in images of the scene when acquired from two different
locations. The differences in pixel coordinates in the images
allow reconstruction of the 3D coordinates from the images.
Following a calibration process, the stereo algorithm can
process the image-pairs to produce a 3D point cloud which
is effectively a set of data points where each pixel provides
disparity or distance information, of the scene. Figure 3
shows an example of a meshed point cloud where a cylinder
can be viewed in a scene.

Fig. 3. Example of a point cloud showing a cylindrical object on a flat
surface.

The 3D stereo vision system proposed and implemented in
this project can be divided into two subsystems: the Phobos
and the PosCam. Phobos, is a high-resolution stereo camera
developed by I3DR [6]. It can provide a spatial resolution of
0.11 mm, with a depth resolution of 0.45mm at 1m range,
over a field of view of 1.06 x 0.88 m. It is used to recognise
and obtain the objects dimensional characteristics (profile,
shape and depth) in a target scene.

Mounted directly above the loading area, Phobos obtains
the positional coordinates of the components to be either



joined or to undergo the AM process. The positional coor-
dinates obtained were used as an input to control the six
degrees of freedom UR-10 robot and the smart grasping
system. This robotic manipulator located and identified the
correct components, grasped the correct component and then
loaded it into the automated rotary turn-table. In addition
to the camera development, I3DR has also developed the
Phobos software which has been integrated and tested in
ROS-Industrial [11]. Due to the highly reflective nature
of metallic components, illumination problems have been
identified during research and development. Therefore, a
diffused light method has been produced, using illumination
from various angles which were reflected on white surfaces.
After the implementation of this method, part detection has
been performed and component back-lighting was no longer
a problem to the project. It does remain critical for the system
to be appropriately set-up to minimise reflections on the
component.
The PosCam system is composed of three cameras, A, B
and C, model DMK23UM021 positioned in the welding area
as Figure 4 shows. Camera A was attached to the welding
torch. The centre of this camera was aligned with the welding
torch electrode tip. This allowed the precise positioning of
the torch tip to the workpiece which was critical to the AM
operation or joining by fusion welding.
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Fig. 4. PosCam system 3D CAD.

Absolute camera precision was determined by the lens choice
and working distance. Given that the TIG torch and camera
were fixed relative to each other at 150 mm. Therefore,
the key parameters became the resolution, field-of-view and
depth-of-field at that range. Camera B was mounted verti-
cally on the welding structure and monitored the workpiece
position allowing the weld to commence, in conjunction with
horizontally mounted camera C. The main purpose of these
cameras were to inspect and monitor the welding process
from different angles, as shown in Figure 5.

This enabled control over the welding parameters such as
voltage, linear welding speed, the distance between arc tip
and AM filler wire delivery speed. 3D models of the con-
ducted weld or AM layering were produced and monitored
by the stereo vision system to give feedback and make any
required modification in the welding parameters as described
in [12].

Fig. 5. Left picture acquired by camera A attached to the welding torch,
right picture acquired by camera B attached to the aluminium structure.

IV. SMART GRASPING SYSTEM

The UR10 robot arm and Shadow SGS were used to
pick the correct parts and load them in the correct sequence
dictated by the recognition patterns and location of the 3D
vision system before final manufacturing. This was a huge
advantage over the current manufacturing processes where
usually the robot trajectories and grabbing of the pieces must
be programmed manually by the line operators.

The main characteristics of the six-degrees-of-freedom
UR10 robot arm are the payload mass of 10 kg and the
repeatable accuracy of 0.1 mm. The main characteristics
of the Shadow SGS are the modularity and flexibility to
manipulate different objects sizes, shapes and weights. Var-
ious configurations of the design, such as a four-fingered or
two-fingered hand were possible. However, in this project,
the three-fingered configuration due to the nine-degrees-of-
freedom was used as shown in Figure 6. .

Fig. 6. Shadow Robot Smart Grasper system positioning object in a turn-
table.

V. SYSTEM INTERFACING AND CONTROL

The interfaces and control of SERFOW were designed as
shown in Figure 7. The implementation of this design was
made with the ROS for LabVIEW software developed by
Tufts University [13]. This software has the capability of
handling node-to-node transport negotiation and communi-
cation using TCP. Its libraries are capable of sending and
receiving messages from topics/services, coding or decoding
message strings, connecting and turning a device into a ROS
master. Once the assembly and the interfacing of the systems



were implemented the steps to perform the welding and AM,
were defined as shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 7. ROS graph diagram showing nodes and topics to control Serfow
system

The fully integrated SERFOW cell including the 3D stereo
vision system, the robotic manipulators and the welding
system was implemented as shown in Figure 9.

VI. AUTOMATED WELDING AND ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING SYSTEM

Welding trials on Super Duplex Stainless Steel samples
were conducted with a main and background current val-
ues of 25 A and 75 A respectively. The welding system
used was composed by the Miller Dynasty 350 TIG power
source, combined with a TIG torch machine and automatic
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Fig. 8. SERFOW workflow diagram.

Fig. 9. SERFOW implemented cell.

wire feeder. Layers of weld were applied on a 20mm
pipe as shown in Figure 10. Metallographic observations,



temperature, feritscope and tensile test measurements were
performed in the welding trials to assess the mechanical
properties of the welding.

A B C

Fig. 10. Welding trials performed in a 20 mm tube where: a) is the first
layer of the AM with an outside diameter of 22.5 mm and b) is the second
layer of the AM with an outside diameter of 25mm.

A. Metallographic observations
The metallographic observations showed a uniform poros-

ity distribution according to ISO 6520-1:2007)[14], Figure
11. The total area of detected pores covers 0.4% of the weld
bead which is below the maximum tolerance of 1% defined
by the ISO 5817 [15].

Fig. 11. Metallurgic observations on welding trial 25-75 showing the detail
of the weld bead with a magnification value of 50x.

B. Feritscope measurements
The ferrite content affects the mechanical properties, cor-

rosion resistance and weld strength of the materials. In
materials such as Super Duplex Stainless Steel, a deficit of
the ferrite content reduce the weld strength and increases
the development of stress corrosion cracking [16], [17].
Therefore, measurements of the ferrite content have been
performed with MP3C FISCHER Feritscope on the 25-75
samples as shown in Table I.

TABLE I
FERRITE CONTENT RESULTS

25/75 sample Ferrite content / % Average Std dev
Side 1 41.1 41.2 39.6 39.7 38.8 40.1 0.9
Side 2 40.3 40.9 40.2 40.7 40.1 40.4 0.3
Weld 50.6 49.4 55.8 49.1 50.9 51.2 2.4

The ferrite content found in the Super Duplex Stainless
Steel welding trials confirms that ferrite content is greater in
the weld (approximately 51.2%) than in the pipe (approxi-
mately 40.4%).

a)

b)

Fig. 12. Temperature measurement of a) 1 layer and b) 2 layers of AM.

C. Temperature measurements

Temperature measurements of 1 layer and two layers of
AM were taken with a thermal camera system capable of
taking pictures at 80 frames per second with a radiance range
from 750◦C to 2000◦C to quantify the heat transfer as shown
in Figure 12. These measurements were useful to determine
the durability of the finger-tip of the Shadow SGS and the
cooling time of the sample.

D. Tensile test

Tensile tests on the 25-75 welding sample have been per-
formed on a UTS tensile test machine. Elongation has been
measured with stroke displacement only as no extensometer
could be fitted. Strength has been estimated on the average
of the measured diameter and wall thickness of the pipe
extremities. The results obtained are shown in Figure 13. The
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Fig. 13. Tensile test results for 25/75 Super Duplex Stainless Steel welding
samples

tensile test performed on the three welding samples broke on
the weld. The average Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) of
the samples was 878 8 MPa. As stated in NFEN 288-3 [18]
the UTS should not be less than 800 MPa for UNS S 32750
pipes as stated by in ASTM A789 [19].



VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The fully integrated 3D vision system, UR-10 robot,
Shadow SGS and welding system have allowed for suc-
cessful automation and implementation of materials joining
and AM using fusion welding. The designed welding and
AM procedure specifications of a main and background
current of 25-75 Amps were applied to samples of Super
Duplex Stainless Steel which were then subject to evaluation
from forms of destructive testing. The metallurgical analysis
demonstrates, that whilst the samples which have undergone
AM and welding are within an acceptable range according
to ISO 5817 ASME A789, there is considerable room for
improvement in the reduction of the ferrite count within
the weld region or (heat affected zone) HAZ. Now the
autonomous welding and AM cell is functioning correctly
as an integrated system; future work will be based around
the manipulation of the welding or AM specification. By
increasing the background current and reducing the main
current ratio of the welding power source we expect to be
able to see evidence of a considerable reduction in ferrite
count around the HAZ.
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